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ABSTRACT

XML has emerged as the standard for data exchange, and processing. Many query systems have been developed to retrieve required information from the XML data source. However, the difficulty in processing range query is not solved, since the indexing system in such environment is not fully matured yet. In this thesis, we developed an indexing system that incorporates R-tree and data guide, called range data guide, or RDG. In addition to indexing data paths, the system also allows indexing on ranges of data. The idea of the system is to embed R-tree at the leaf nodes in the data paths in Data Guide. If the users request is not a range query, the regular Data Guide provides indices on data paths. Otherwise, the R-tree at the leaf nodes allow users to access a certain range of data. We have developed the structure of the index and the related algorithms, i.e., insertion, deletion, and update. The experimental results show that our proposed system offers performance improvement over other traditional techniques.
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